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1. INTRODUCTION 
In ordinary differential equations, dichotomy is a very important mathematical tool and it has 
been extensively studied [l-3]. In difference equations, the concept of dichotomy has not been 
fully studied. Earlier works in this direction are due to Coffman and Schgffer [4], and Schinas [5]. 
In [6], Palmer showed its importance in the study of dynamical systems. In 1992, Agarwal (71, in 
his monograph, defined the ordinary and exponential dichotomies and provided a few applications. 
Further papers which give a variety of applications of dichotomies are [g-12]. In this paper, we will 
introduce a general theory of dichotomies which we have called (h, Ic) dichotomy. This notion, 
in ordinary differential equations has been introduced by Pinto [13,14], whereas in [14-191 its 
usefulness has been demonstrated. Its origin comes from the h-stability [20-231. 
For a linear difference system: 
z(t + 1) = A(t)z(t), (1) 
the ordinary and the exponential dichotomies have been studied. However, even for an au- 
tonomous linear system, these dichotomies are not sufficient to cover all the possibilities. For 
instance, system (1) for A(t) = A an n x n constant matrix having eigenvalues X so that 1x1 # 1 
or 1x1 = 1 for X simple. In this case, we have, in the best of the case, a trichotomy [24] or an 
‘LExpo-ordinary” dichotomy, i.e., the existence of an n x n projection matrix P and constants 
K>l,a>Osuchthat 
pqt)P@-l(s)1 < K&t-S), t > s > 0, 
- - (@(t)(l- P)@(s)/ 5 K, s>t>o, (2) 
where Cp is a fundamental matrix of the linear system. 
The situation with multiple eigenvalues X with ReX = 0 opens other possibilities. In the 
nonautonomous case, the variety is even more. The simple two-dimensional system 
s(t + 1) = diag{Xl(t),&(t)} .x(t), t>o (3) 
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possesses several dichotomic situations which are not exponential nor ordinary dichotomies. Tak- 
ing the projection 
we get 
where 
p(t)P@-ys)) < h(t)h(s)-l, (t 2 s 2 O), 
p(t)(l- P)W(s)l 5 k(t)-%(s), (s 2 t 2 O), 
(4) 
That is to say, it is very easy to get dichotomic situations of system (3) not exponential nor 
ordinary and, however, more usual than these. 
We want to study this general dichotomic situation observed in this simple example, with the 
end to establish a general asymptotic behavior of solutions of the differential system 
Y(t + 1) = A(t)&) + f (t, y(t)) (5) 
for t E N, = {t E N/t 1 a}(a E N, fixed). 
We assume the following basic hypotheses: 
(A) The linear system (5) has an (h,Jc) dichotomy satisfying the compensation law: 
h(t)h(s)-%(t)k(s)-’ I Cl, (t 2 s 2 a), (6) 
where cl is a positive constant. 
(B) f : N, x Cn -+ @” is a continuous function such that 
I.f(G Yl) - f(t, Y2)l I P(t) IYl - Y2l , for (t, yi) E N, x Cc” (i = 1,2) 
for a nonnegative function p satisfying p . p E [I(&) and h(t)-‘f(t, 0) E e,(&), where 
p(t) = h(t - 1)h(t)-1. 
We will prove that for any solution z = x+ of the linear system (1) such that h(t - l)-lx(t) is 
bounded, there exists a unique corresponding solution Y+ of the system (5) such that 
y+(t + 1) = z+(t + 1) + h(t) . O(l), ast+co. (7) 
Conversely, for any solution y = y+ of the perturbed system (5) such that h(t - l)-ly(t) is 
bounded, there exists a unique corresponding solution z+ of system (1) satisfying formula (7). 
Furthermore, under the asymptotic condition 
h(t)-‘@(t)P 3 0, ast--+oq (8) 
formula (7) improves to 
y+(t + 1) = s+(t + 1) + /Z(t) . o(l), ast--tcc 
Moreover, the same correspondence is true for the “unbounded” solutions x such that 
Ic(t - 1)x(t) is bounded, with Ice1 instead of h. 
These correspondences are bicontinuous. 
To our knowledge in the literature, there are no results similar to the above commented. 
The more near results are perhaps the asymptotic formulae obtained for ordinary differential 
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equations by Levinson [25,26]. In the diagonal case, his formula is sharper. His important and 
useful dichotomy condition represents a family of n hi-dichotomies (1 5 i 5 n). In Section 3, 
some discussions are given and new discrete asymptotic results of Levinson type are shown. 
Our theorems apply on general dichotomic systems. It is not necessary that (1) be a diagonal 
system. These results allow the following interpretation. The exhaustive dichotomy of the linear 
system (1) represented by conditions (A) and (6) ‘Ldichotomize” the nonlinear system (5) in 
solutions y+ and y-. See [15,16]. 
2. DEFINITION AND EXAMPLES OF (h, k) DICHOTOMY 
Let a E W be fixed and N, = {t E W/t 2 a}. Consider the variable matrix A = A(t) in (1) 
defined for t E N, and Q, a fundamental matrix of (1). Let h and k be two positive sequences 
defined on N, 
DEFINITION 1. The linear system (1) has an (h, k) dichotomy ifF there exists a projection P and 
a positive constant c such that 
J@(t)P@(s)I < ch(t)h(s)-l, (t 2 s 2 a), 
Iqt)(I - P)@(s)I I ck(t)_lk(s), (s 2 t 2 a). 
(9) 
When h = k-l we will call an h-dichotomy. 
The dichotomies ordinary h = k 3 1 and exponential h = k = eTQ are h-dichotomies. The 
“Expo-ordinary” dichotomy presented in (2) is a more typical example. See Corollary 1. In the 
ordinary case, the famous Levinson’s dichotomy conditions is a concrete and historical example 
for an h-dichotomy. For the discrete case also, see Benzaid-Lutz [27] and Definitions 2, 3 and 4. 
An (h, k) dichotomy, as an exponential dichotomy, decomposes the solutions of the linear 
system (1) in solutions h-dominated and k-‘-dominated, but the main goal consists in exploiting 
this behavior (see [13-191) by considering, for to > a + 1, the weighted norms 
((XI)+ = sup{h(t - l)-+(t)J;t 2 to} and 
MI- = sup {k(t - l)lz(t)l; t 2 to} 
(19) 
and their corresponding Banach spaces C* (to) : 
c&(to) := {x :Nt, -+ C” : 11x11* < 00) (11) 
In addition to the (h, k) dichotomy mentioned in Section 1: ordinary and exponential di- 
chotomy, the “expo-ordinary” dichotomy given by (2), the class given by (3-4), etc., we can 
exhibit others, very important and general, which are associated with the growth of the solu- 
tions: 
Let h : N, + (0, co) be a function and 
A = diag {Al(t), h(t), . . . , h(t)) 
an n x n diagonal matrix. 
DEFINITION 2. We will say that the diagonal matrix A has a weighted h dichotomy, denoted 
A E Die(h) if? the set of integers IV, = [l, . . . , n] can be partitioned: N, = J1 U J2 in the 
following way: i E J1 iff 
ci(t) = h(t)-%;=, /Xi(s)1 -+ 0, as t+co, 
q(t)+)-’ 5 K, (t 2 s 2 a), 
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and i E J2 iff 
Q(t) . c&)-l 2 K-1, (s L t 2 a), 
where K is a positive constant. 
Taking P = diag (61, . . . ,6,} with Si = 1 if i E J1 and 6i = 0 if i E 52, we get 
]$=, A(T)P&,A(T)-~( 5 Kh(t)h(s)-‘, (t 2 s 2 a), 
IT;_ A(T)(~ - p)&, +)-‘I 5 Kh(t)h(s)-‘, (s > t > a), 
and 
h(t)-%r;,, A(7)P + 0, ast-+oo. 
So if A E Die(h), then 
z(t + 1) = A(t)x(t) 
has an h-dichotomy satisfying (8). 
An (h, Ic) dichotomy can be constructed in a similar way. Let h and k satisfy (6). Define 
c;(t) = h(t)-l+=a IAi(t 
and 
&(t) = k(t)+, IAi(t 
DEFINITION 3. We will say that A = diag{Xr(t), . . . , X,(t)} has a weighted (h, k) dichotomy, 
denoted by A E Dic(h, k) iff the set of integers N, = [l, n] can be partitioned N, = J1 u J2 in 
the following way: i E J1 iff 
czh(t) + 0, asttcq 
c;(t)&(s)-’ 5 K, (t 2 s 2 a), 
and i E J2 iff 
c;(t)&(s)-’ 2 K-l, (s 2 t 2 a), 
where K is a positive constant. 
Again, we obtain that 
]7r;=, APT;=, h(~)-ll 5 Kh(t)h(s)-‘, (t 2 s 2 a), 
I& A(7)(1- P)+, A(+‘[ 5 Kk(t)-lk(s), (s > t 2 a), 
and 
h(t)-%;,, A(7)P ---) 0, ast+co. 
So, any (h, k) weighted dichotomy is an (h, k) dichotomy satisfying (6) and (8). 
Benzaid-Lutz [27] g ive the first definition of a discrete Levinson’s dichotomy. Their definition 
differs slightly from our definition, which emphasizes its dichotomic character. 
DEFINITION 4. We will say that the diagonal matrix A(t) = diag {X,(t), . . . , X,(t)} has a Levin- 
son’s dichotomy iff A E Dich (~4~~ ]Xj(r)]) for any j E IV,. 
So, the Levinson’s dichotomy represents n-different hj-dichotomies, where hj (t) = 7rfCa JXj (s) 1, 
j = 1,. . . ,n and it means the following condition (L) for the eigenvalues {&(t)}y=r 
(L) ForanyjE{l,..., n}eachindexiE(l,... , n} satisfies either (Lr) or (Lz) following: 
w 
Xi(S) 
ri=, m -+ 0, as t -+ co and I I 
Xi(T) 
IT~,~ m < K, for all a 5 s 5 t. 
I I 
(Lz) 7r:=s ](xi(~)/Xj(~)] > K-’ for all a < s < t, where K is a positive constant. 
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The Levinson’s condition is very strong, because it provides very precise knowledge of the 
eigenvalues. One must be able to compare all the pairs (Xi, Xj) of the eigenvalues. In fact, a 
condition simpler than Levinson’s condition demands that the eigenvalues are compared with 
only two known sequences pi : N + (0, oo), i = 1,2: 
(M) Each index i E (1,. . . , n} = IV, = 11 U 1~ satisfies 
(Ml) iEII iff 
( & l&(7-)1 5 mLPl(4 (a 5 s I q, 
(M2) i E I2 iff & I&(T)/ 2 E&,P2( ) f 7 or all a F s 5 t, where Ki(i = 1,2) are constants. 
This simple and useful dichotomy condition is an important example of a weighted (h, Ic) 
dichotomy with h(t) = &/31(~) and k(t) = 7&&(7). 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
Using the spaces C% defined in (ll), we state: 
THEOREM 1. Assume that hypotheses (A) and (B) hold. Then there exists a one-to-one and 
bicontinuous correspondence between the solutions x+ E C+ (respectively, x- E C_) of the 
linear system (1) and the solutions y+ E C+ (respectively y- E C-) of the perturbed system (5). 
Moreover, we have 
y*(t + 1) = x*((t + 1) + laPI * 6(l) + h*(t) . o(l), t+m, (12) 
where h+ = h and h- = k-l and 6(l) is a convergent function as t -+ 00. Thus, if (8) holds, 
then we get the formulae 
yh(t + 1) = x&(t + 1) + h*(t) .0(l), t -+ 03. (13) 
Any solution x = @P< belongs to C+, but the solutions 2 = +(I - P)J do not belong necessar- 
ily to C_. We will say that a dichotomy is proper for a solution x if x E C+ U C_. Formulae (12) 
and (13) are valid for this type of solutions. Formulae (12) and (13) generalize formulae ob- 
tained in [22] for h-systems. Schinas [5] ( see Agarwal [7]) and Benzaid-Lutz [27] establishes the 
correspondence x - y only between the bounded solutions. Their results follow by taking 
h=l=k. 
PROOF:. Let be to > a + 1 such that 
cl = a(t0) = c(1 + c1) 2 P(s)/J(s) < 1, 
s=to 
(14) 
where p(t) = h(t)-‘h(t - 1). 
Consider C+(to) and C_ (to) the Banach spaces defined in (11) provided, respectively, with the 
norms ((y((+ and ((y((-(h+ = h, h_ = k). 
For t > to, define the operator T given by 
t-1 
(TY)(~) = c @(t - W@-'(4f(s,~W - &‘(t - l)(I - PW1(4f(s,~(s)). 
s=to s=t 
Using conditions (A) and (B), we get 
h(t - l)-lITy(t)l I ~(1 + cl) g (&)P(s)h(s - I)-'Iy(s)l + W-‘lfW)l) 
s=to 
(15) 
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from where T : C+(to) 4 C+(to) by the summability conditions. Similarly T : C_(t,) --* C_(to). 
Moreover, on C+(ta) and C_(to), T is a contraction operator. In fact, for Yi, y2 E C+(te) from 
conditions (A) and (B), we have 
h(t - l)-lIT~l(t) -Tyz(t)I 54 +cd 2 ds)P(s)h(s - ~)-'~YI(s) -~2(s)I 
s=to 
I dto)llYl - Y2ll+ 
i.e., 
IlTyl - TyzlI+ I4to)Ilyl - YzII+, 
where a(h) is given by (14). Similarly, for yi, y2 E C_(to), we obtain 
liTy1 - T~zll- I4to)llw - y/2]]_ 
Thus, Banach’s fixed point theorem implies that for any IC E C+(to) (respectively, z E C_(to)) 
the integral equation 
y=x+Ty (16) 
has a unique solution y = y+ E C+(to) (respectively, y = y- E C_ (to)). 
Remark that if x is a solution of the linear system (1) then a solution y of equation (16) is 
a solution of the perturbed system (5). Reciprocally, if y is a solution of system (5) then the 
function 2 defined by equation (16) is a solution of system (1). Moreover, y E C* (to) implies 
x E C*(te). So equation (16) gives a one-to-one correspondence between the solutions x of the 
linear system (1) belonging to C* and the solutions y of the perturbed system (5) belonging 
to C+. Furthermore, if yi = xi + Tyi(i = 1,2) then 
b - 2211 I ]]yl - yz(l + (ITyl - Ty2]] 5 (1 + a(tO))]]yl _ y2]] 
and 
]]Yl - ~211 I llm - 2211 + 1lTy1 - Tyz.]] I ]]xi - x2]] + cx(tO)llY1 - y211, 
from where we obtain 
(1 + 4to))-111x1 - x21) I IlYl - Y2ll I (1 - 4to))-111xl - 2211. 
This establishes the bicontinuity of the correspondences xh - yh. Finally, calling p*(s) = 
,&(s)~(s) + h*(s)-llf(s,O)(,P*(t) = h*(t)-lh*(t - l), for t 2 T 2 to, we obtain 
t-1 7-l 
c qt - 1)PWs)f(s,Y*t(sN I Iqt - 1)PI c pw4f(~Y~(4)J 
s=to s=to 
+fQ(t- 110 &*(s) 7 ( ) S=T 
from where formulae (12) and (13) follow at once. 
In the next theorem, we obtain an asymptotic result of Levinson’s type (261 for almost di- 
agonal systems [11,15,18,19,25,27]. Let A(t) = diag{Xi(t), . . . ,x,(t)} satisfying the Levinson’s 
dichotomy condition (L): 
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THEOREM 2. Suppose that for any i = 1,. . . , n,&(t) # 0 for every t E N, and that A = 
diag{Xl(t), . . . , X,(t)} has a Levinson’s dichotomy. Assume that R/Xi E !?I&) for any i = 
1 , . . , , n and that condition (B) holds with f(t,O) G 0 and p/Xi E e,(N,) for any i = 1,. . . , n. 
Then the difference system 
y(t + 1) = (A(t) + R(t))y + ftt, Y), (17) 
has solutions yi(i = 1,. . . ,n) such that for t + w 
yi(t) = rtib k(T)[ei + o(l)], (18) 
where ei = (0,. . . ,O, l,O, . . . ,O) (1 in the i-place). 
PROOF. By Section 2, if A has a Levinson’s dichotomy then for any i E [l,n] the system 
z(t + 1) = A(t)z(t) 
has an hi-dichotomy satisfying (8). Since the solution 
xi(t) = 7rtzb Xi(T)ei 
belongs to C+, by Theorem 1, it corresponds to a unique solution y E C+ of (17) satisfying 
y(t) = 7r;;; X,(T) . ei + hi(t - 1)0(l). 
Then 
y = 7riik X,(T) . [ei + o(l)]. 
THEOREM 3. Let A be an n x n constant matrix whose characteristic roots {Xl,. . . , X,} are 
nonzero and simple. Assume that R E ll(N) and that condition (B) holds with f(t, 0) s 0. Then 
the difference system 
~(t + 1) = (A + W))Y + f(t, Y) (1% 
has solutions yi(i = 1,. . . , n) such that for t -t co 
yi (t) = Xi-’ [Tei + o(l)] , 
where T is a constant and invertible matrix such that T-‘AT = A = diag(X1,. . . , A,}. 
PROOF. The transformation y = Tz carries out system (19) into 
z(t + 1) = (AZ + T-lRT)z + T-‘f(t,Tt) 
and the result follows at once from Theorem 2. 
Our Theorem 2 of Levinson-type does not permit us to study directly 
~(t + 1) = (A + B(~))Y, B E h(NL) (20) 
if A has multiple eigenvalues. With Theorem 1, we are able to study the asymptotic behavior of 
the solutions of (20) if 
(i) IX) # 1 for all eigenvalues X of A (independent of the multiplicity) and 
(ii) (X( = 1 only f or simple eigenvalues (with no restriction on the others). 
In fact, for (i), by the Jordan canonical form, there exist a projection P and positive constants 
c, (II, 0(cy < 1 < /3) such that 
IA~PA-sI 5 &t-s), t>s>a, 
(At(l - P)A-‘1 < c@t-S) s > t i a - 2 - - 1 
and 
eat . AtP -+ 0, t --) 00, 
for any a E N. Then, by Theorem 1, there exists a fundamental matrix Y of (20), such that 
Y(t + 1) = A% + H . a(l), t -+ co, 
where C is a constant matrix, H = crt& + ,@. 0(1)1~__~ and r is the number of eigenvalues X with 
1x1 < 1. For (ii), the same is true with /? = 1. Thus, by (13), we obtain the following corollary. 
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COROLLARY 1. If A is a constant matrix and the solutions of system (1) are bounded, then there 
exists a fundamental matrix Y of (20) such that 
Y(t + 1) = AtC + o(l), t + 00, 
where C is a constant matrix. More precisely, we have the asymptotic formulae: 
{ 
y+(t + 1) = z+(t + 1) + cYt .6(l), (Y < 1, 
Y_(t+l)=r(t+l)+o(~~lB(s)l) ast--+oo 
PROOF. In fact, in these conditions, system (1) has an expo-ordinary dichotomy (2). 
This is a new result in difference equations. 
4. ALMOST DIAGONAL SYSTEMS 
In this section, A(t) = diag{/\i(t), . . . , A,(t)} is an n x n diagonal matrix. The diagonal system 
x:(t + 1) = h(t)z(t) (21) 
has always the solutions 
X:j(t) = 7r;:;Xj(s)ej, j=l r**.,n, 
where ej = (0 ,..., O,l,O ,... , 0) (1 in the j-place) is an element of the canonical basis of lRn. 
Assume that (21) has an (h, k) dichotomy which is proper for the solution xj, for some j E 
(1,. . . , n}. Let F = F(t, y) a perturbation satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 2. By Theorem 2, 




2 E C_) satisfying 
~(t + 1) = Nt)y(t) + W, Y), (22) 
Yj(t + 1) = 7ri=e Xj(S) . ej + h(t) . O(1) (23) 
yj(t + 1) = 7&c Xj(S) . ej + k(t)-l . O(l), ast--+ca (24) 
y E C+ (respectively, y E C-) there exists a solution J: E C+ (respectively, 
y(t + 1) = x(t + 1) + h(t) . o(1) as t --) 00, 
(respectively, v(t + 1) = z(t + 1) f k-‘(t) . o(1)). Then (23) (respectively, (24)) represents the 
“manifold” of solutions C+ (respectively, C_)y of the nonlinear equation (22), i.e., the dichotomy 
of the linear system has “dichotomised” the nonlinear equation (22). This point of view is 
discussed in [14-17,28,29]. 
COROLLARY 2. Assume that the diagonal system (21) has an (h, 5) dichotomy which is proper 
for xj and F = F(t, y) = V(t)y + f (t, y) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2. Then there exists 
a unique solution yj of the perturbed system (22) such that (23) or (24) holds. 
The (h, k) dichotomy can “contain” no solution C-. This holds when k(t)-l@(t)(l - P)J, t E 
R”, is unbounded. However, we can always ensure that there exist solutions yo, yco of system 
(22) such that 
h(t - 1)-lye(t) + 0 and k(t - l)Yoo(Q + 0, 
a?t--+oo. 
We will say that an (h, k) dichotomy is not proper for a solution x of system (1) iff x $z’ C+UC_. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the unperturbed diagonal linear system 
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z(t -t 1) = A(t)s, t 2 0, (25) 
where 
Taking 
Gl and 0, will denote respectiveiy the identity matrix and the null-matrix of order m), we 
get that system (25) has a (2-t, 1) or a (1,l) dichotomy. These dichotomies are not proper for 
the solutions (t + 2) . es and 2t . es, since (t + 2)/l and 2t/l are not bounded, i.e., (t $ 2) . e2, 
2t . e3 6 C+ u C_. About the asymptotic behavior of the solutions of the perturbed system (22) 
Theorem 1 ensures only that 
y+ = 2-(t-1)el + 2- (t-1) . G(l), t-m (26) 
or if we consider a (2- (‘+‘jt, 1) dichotomy to have the asymptotic condition (8), we obtain the 
asymptotic formula: 
y+ = 2-(t-1) . el + 2- (l+e)(t--l) , o(l), E > 0, t -+ co. 
Actually an (h, Ic) dichotomy for system (25) which is proper for the solutions (t + 2) 9 e2 and 
2t . eg must be very imprecise respect to the growth of the solutions, namely 
p = I2 
( ) 01 
, h(t) = (t + 2)lfE, & > 0; k(t) = 2+ 
that is to say, 
(w)p~-‘(s>~ I ch(t)h(s)-l, (t 2 s 2 l), 
IWW - P)@(s){ I cqq-Q(s), (s 2 t 2 l), 
h(t)-%(t)P 4 0, a.st-+ca (27) 
(E is considered to obtain the last condition). 
Now, (t + 2)es E C+ and 2t . es E C_ but this has meant a great cost for the growth of the 
solutions. The solution 2-ter and then the asymptotic formula (24) are the more affected. 
In this case, we obtain the asymptotic formulae 
yl = 2-('-')el -I- (t + l)l+’ . o(l), 
y2 = (t + l)es + (t + l)l+’ . o(l), 




The formula (28) is very imprecise. Levinson’s theorem or formula (18) gives the formula 
jJi = 2-tt-l) . el + 2--(t-1) . o(l) = 2-(t-1)(el + o(l)), 
which is most precise. The formula (29) is sharper. Levinson’s Theorem or formula (18) gives 
the formula 
y2 = (t + l)e2 + (t + 1) . o(1) = (t + l)(ez + o(1)). 
Finally, formula (30) is the same obtained by a treatment of Levinson type. 
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Although we must consider the imprecise dichotomy (27), we obtain formulas (29) and (30) 
with only this dichotomy, and with the first dichotomy, we obtain formula (26) which completes 
the set with (29) and (30). So, we need only two dichotomies to establish the asymptotic formulae 
while a Levinson-type theorem needs three dichotomies. 
Finally, with the dichotomy 
h = 2+, k(t) = (t + 2)-l, 
which is proper only for the solutions 2-t . ei and (t + 2) . es, we obtain the asymptotic formulae 
yi = 2-N-U . el + 2-0+4(t-l) * o(l), E > 0, 
y2 = (t + l)e2 + (t + 1)0(l), t --+ m. 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the unperturbed diagonal system: 
zc(t + 1) = h(t), A = diag{2,3,4}. (31) 
In a natural way, we have the dichotomy 
P = 03, h anything, Ic = 2-t. (32) 
This dichotomy is not proper for the solutions 32t . es, 43t . es. It allows the only formula 
yi = 2t-1 . el + zt-l .0(l) = 2t-1(er +0(l)), 
which is sharper than the formula of Levinson type (18). However, for every X E {2,3,4}, we can 
construct dichotomies proper for Xt and even for all X. Similar to (32), we construct for X = 3, 
the dichotomy: 
p= I1 
( > 02 ’ 
h = 2@++(0 < E), k = 3-t, (33) 
which is proper for the solutions 21 . el and 3t . es and gives the asymptotic formulae: 
yr = 2+l . ei + 2(‘+E)(t-1) . o(l), y2 = 3+l(e2 + o(1)). 
For X = 4, we have the dichotomy: 
P= , h = $l+“)t (0 < E), k = 4-t, 
which is proper for the solutions (i + l)t . ei (i = 1,2,3) and gives the asymptotic formulae: 
y1 = 2t-1..51 + 3(1+E)(t-1) .0(l), 
y2 = St-'. ez + 3(1+E)(t-‘) .0(l); 
y3 = 4’-r . es + 4t-1 . o(1). 
We can also construct the less simple dichotomies 
(a) X = 2 
pi = I1 
( > 02 ’ 
hi = 2(‘++ (0 < E), ICI = 3-t, 
which is proper for the solutions 2t . el and 3t . es and not proper for the solution 4t . es. 
(b) X = 3; 
p2 = I2 
( > 01 ’ 
h2 = 3(1++ (e > 0), k2 = 4-t, 
which is proper for any solution (i + 1)” . ei (i = 1,2,3) of Equation (31). 
(c) x = 4 
p3 = Is, h3 = 4(‘+E)t (& > 0), k3 anything, 
which is proper for any solution (1 + i)” . ei (i = 1,2,3) of Equation (31). 
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The asymptotic formulae for these cases are, respectively, 
(a) y1 = 2t-1 . el + 2(1+E)(t-1) . o(l); yz = 3t-1 . e2 + 3t-1 . o(l). 
(b) yl = 2t-1 .el+3 (l+&)(t---l) .o(l); y2 = 3t-1 ,ez+3 (l+e)(t-l) .0(l); y3 = 4t-1.es+4t-l .0(l). 
(c) y1 = 2t-1.el f3 (l+E)(t-l) .0(l); y.2 = 3t-1 .e,+4(1+E)(t-1) .0(l); ys = 4t-1 .e,+d(l+E)(t-1). 
o(l). 
Note that the dichotomies (32), (33) and (34) at least give, respectively, one sharper formula 
for YI, ~2 and ~3. The other formulae are not sharper. We can say that these dichotomies are 
made for that. Dichotomy in (a) does not give formula for 4t . eg. Dichotomy in (b) gives the 
three formulae but for ~2 is very bad. Dichotomy in (c) is not sharper in each formula. 
EXAMPLE 3. Assume that all the eigenvalues X of A = diag{X1,. . . , A,} satisfy 
Il)lx(t)l 2 s, t>O or 
12)lqt)l < p < 1,t 2 0. 
In the first case, we have 
r+2 t+2 
&$(~)I L &7fI = - 
s+l’ 
(t 2 s L 0). 
In the second case, we get, for p < PI < 1, 
~S,,l~(~)l < p), (t > s 2 O), 
and 
t 
+ 0, ast-+co. 
Then there exists a projection P such that 
So, in this case, system (21) has an (pi, t + 2) dichotomy satisfying (8). Then by Theorem 1 
(or 2), the perturbed system (22) has solution y+ such that 
y+(t + 1) = & Xj(7)ej + Pi . o(l), t -+ co, 
for Xj satisfying I2 and solutions y- such that 
y-(t + 1) = 7rtC0 &(T)ej + (t + 1). o(l), t --+ co, 
for Xj such that K~=~IX~(~)I 2 c(t + 1) for some constant c E B. 
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